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Semianalytical thermal model for subablative laser
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application to laser thermokeratoplasty
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Abstract. We present a semianalytical technique to calculate the tem-
perature in homogeneous nonperfused tissue during subablative laser
heating. Analytical expressions of the temperature distribution in time
and space are provided for collimated beams with Gaussian and top-
hat intensity distributions perpendicularly incident on a finite tissue
slab. The temperature distribution produced with a collimated Gauss-
ian beam is the triple sum of the product of four functions of separate
variables. The semianalytical technique can be used to rapidly calcu-
late the temperature in laser-irradiated tissue at any point in time and
space. The model was used to estimate the corneal temperature dur-
ing pulsed holmium:YAG laser thermokeratoplasty with various
boundary conditions at the anterior and posterior corneal surface. The
model demonstrates that the corneal temperature during laser
thermokeratoplasty (LTK) with a pulsed Ho:YAG laser may be suffi-
cient to induce superficial vaporization of epithelial cells and local
thermal damage to the endothelium. The calculations show that con-
vection at the anterior corneal surface does not have a significant
effect on the corneal temperature distribution, but that a better knowl-
edge of the cooling effect of the aqueous is required to better estimate
the corneal temperature distribution during LTK. © 2003 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1560644]
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1 Introduction
The cornea and sclera of the human eye moderately abso
infrared radiation at wavelengths between 1500 to 2200 nm
Continuous-wave and pulsed infrared lasers emitting in this
wavelength range, such as pulsed holmium:YAG and thuli-
um:YAG lasers, and continuous-wave diode lasers, can b
used to increase the corneal or scleral temperature above t
threshold temperature for thermal shrinkage of collagen~55 to
65 °C!. Laser thermal shrinkage of the cornea is used in lase
thermokeratoplasty~LTK !.1–6 In LTK, the cornea is heated by
applying 8 to 16 laser spots in an annular pattern to induc
local shrinkage. Shrinkage induces a change in corneal shap
that is used to correct hyperopia. Thermal shrinkage of the
sclera has been used experimentally in laser scleral bucklin
~LSB!.7,8 In LSB, infrared laser radiation delivered through a
fiber optic contact probe induces a local invagination of the
sclera due to thermal shrinkage. This procedure is currentl
being investigated as an alternative to conventional buckl
implantation for retinal detachment surgery.

The cornea and sclera consist mainly of water and col
lagen. Due to their high water content, the absorption curve o
both tissues between 1500 and 2200 nm is expected to esse
tially overlap the absorption curve of water.2,9 An extrapola-
tion of the wavelength dependence of the scleral scatterin
coefficient10 indicates that the effect of scattering on the light
propagation in the cornea and sclera is negligible in this
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wavelength range. However, there is evidence that scatte
may significantly increase during irradiation at waveleng
around 2000 nm, due to dynamic tissue changes induced
denaturation.11 Together, moderate absorption and negligib
scattering allow controlled and localized tissue heating, le
ing to efficient tissue shrinkage without vaporization.

The surgical outcome of LTK suffers from a lack of pre
dictability and uncertain long-term stability, mainly becau
of a limited understanding of the fundamental thermodynam
and biomechanical processes of laser-induced corneal the
shrinkage. The amount and kinetics of laser-induced ther
shrinkage or denaturation depend on the biochemical
physical properties of the irradiated tissue and on the irrad
tion parameters~spot size, laser wavelength, irradiation tim
irradiance!. In theory, the volume of shrinkage or denaturati
can be estimated if the temperature distribution in the tis
and the time-temperature dependence of the denaturation
cess are known.12 To provide a reasonable estimate of tiss
denaturation, the temperature distribution in the irradiated
sue must be calculated over time with small time increme

The temperature distribution in tissue is generally calc
lated by solving the bioheat equation using numerical al
rithms ~finite-difference or finite-element algorithms!.12–16

Numerical methods are especially advantageous in case
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volving complex geometries, inhomogeneities, nonlinearities
complex boundary conditions, evaporation, and dynamic
changes in optical or thermal properties. However, when th
temperature distribution needs to be calculated over a larg
volume as a function of time, with small time and space in-
crements, numerical solutions require prohibitive computation
times, even with modern computers. Analytical expressions o
the temperature distributions in laser-irradiated tissue an
other materials were derived using the method of Green’
function.14,17–19The expression produced with this method is
an integral over time and space that can be solved analytical
only for a few simple cases.

We present a semianalytical solution of the heat equatio
for infrared laser irradiation of the cornea and sclera. The
semianalytical solution relies on several assumptions that ma
limit its accuracy and applicability~see discussion!, but it
provides a rapid solution of the temperature distribution in
laser-irradiated tissue at any point in time during and afte
irradiation. The solution is applicable to nonperfused homo-
geneous tissue in general, including scattering media, if th
fluence rate is known. In Sec. 2, the general solution of the
heat equation is presented assuming laser pulses with consta
irradiance. In the most general case, the solution is an analyt
cal expression that can be calculated numerically~i.e., semi-
analytical solution!. The solution of the heat equation is also
provided for a collimated beam with Gaussian or flat-top in-
tensity distribution perpendicularly incident on a slab of non-
scattering tissue. Numerical calculations for a Gaussian bea
incident on the cornea are presented in Sec. 4. Implication
for LTK and limitations of the model are discussed in Sec. 5.

2 Semianalytical Thermal Model
2.1 Heat Equation and Geometry
The thermal model solves the linear bioheat equation in Car
tesian coordinates under laser irradiation, in a homogeneou
isotropic finite tissue slab of dimensions~a,b,c! in the ~x,y,z!
directions:

1

a

]T

]t
5S ]2T

]x2 1
]2T

]y2 1
]2T

]z2 D1
g~x,y,z,t !

k
, ~1!

whereT(x,y,z,t) is the temperature distribution in space and
time, g(x,y,z,t) is the heat source term corresponding to ab-
sorption of laser radiation, and the other parameters are de
fined in Table 1. The bioheat equation was solved in a Carte
sian coordinate system to provide added flexibility in the
choice of irradiation and tissue geometries. For instance, th
solution can be directly applied to calculate the temperatur
during laser heating experiments in rectangular tissue strips
or in tissue irradiated with a rectangular beam. In addition, the
final analytical expression is simpler when a Cartesian~rather
than cylindrical! coordinate system is used.

We assume that the beam is incident at normal incidenc
and that thez direction ~depth! is parallel to the axis of the
beam~Fig. 1!. The initial temperature distribution is assumed
to be homogeneous:T(x,y,z)5T0 at t50 for all x,y,z.

2.2 Boundary Conditions
In the Cartesian coordinate system of Fig. 1, there are fou
tissue boundaries atx50, x5a, y50, and y5b, and the
nt
-

s

-

,

center of the beam is located atx5a/2, y5b/2. In most prac-
tical cases, such as local irradiation of the cornea or sclera
spot radius~w! is much smaller than the lateral dimensions
the tissue(w!a,b). Under these conditions, and as long
no external thermal source or forced convection is applied
the boundaries atx50, x5a, y50, and y5b, the corre-
sponding boundary conditions will have no significant impa
on the temperature distribution in the tissue. We solved
heat equation assuming that these four boundaries were
lated, and that the boundaries atz50 and z5c are either

Table 1 Notation and parameters. The numerical values of the
thermo-optical properties of the cornea were taken from the literature
(see, for example, Refs. 9, 16, and 22).

Parameter Description Numerical value

a Tissue x dimension 10 mm

b Tissue y dimension 10 mm

c Tissue thickness (z dimensions) 0.55 mm

k Thermal conduction constant 0.556 W m−1 °C−1

r Density 1 g cm−3

cp Heat capacity 3.83 J g−1 °C−1

a Thermal diffusivity 0.001452 cm2 s−1

T0 Initial temperature 35 °C

Ta Ambient temperature 20 °C

h1 Anterior convection constant 20 to 500 W m−2 °C−1

h2 Posterior convection constant 20 to 2000 W m−2 °C−1

E0 Irradiance 50031 W cm−2

tp Pulse duration 200 ms

w Beam radius 0.3 mm

- Energy per pulse per spot 30 mJ

- Repetition rate 5 Hz

ma Absorption coefficient 20 cm−1

R Fresnel surface reflectance 2.4%

Fig. 1 Irradiation and tissue geometry. The model assumes an isotro-
pic, homogeneous finite tissue slab.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 289
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Manns et al.
insulated, at constant temperature, or subject to convectio
into ambient air for the boundary atz50 ~air-cornea bound-
ary! and into aqueous for the boundary atz5c ~cornea-
aqueous boundary!. We assume that air is at ambient tempera-
ture (Ta) and that the temperature of the aqueous is equal t
the initial corneal temperature(T0) ~see Table 1!.

2.3 General Solution
A general analytical expression of the heat conduction prob
lem of Eq.~1! can be found using the integral-transform tech-
nique or the Green’s function approach.20 If we assume that
the heat source termg(x,y,z,t) is constant during laser irra-
diation ~cw irradiation or rectangular laser pulse!, and that the
irradiation time istp , integration over time of the general
analytical solution of Eq.~1! yields:

T~x,y,z,t !5T01
1

k (
p51

` H Ha~z,hp!

1 (
n50

`

(
m50

`

Ht~ t,bm ,gn ,hp!

•Hxyz~x,y,z,bm ,gn ,hp!J , ~2!

where the parametersbm , gn , hp are eigenvalues that are
dependent on the boundary conditions,Ht(t,bm ,gn ,hp) and
Ha(z,hp) are given in Table 2, andHxyz(x,y,z,bm ,gn ,hp)
is given by:

Hxyz~x,y,z,bm ,gn ,hp!

5
X~bm ,x!Y~gn ,y!Z~hp ,z!

N~bm!N~gn!N~hp!
•E

x850

a E
y850

b E
z850

c

X~bm ,x8!Y~gn ,y8!Z~hp ,z8!•g~x8,y8,z8!

3dx8dy8dz8. ~3!

The functionsX,Y,Z are eigenfunctions and the functionsN
are norms of the three differential equations obtained whe
solving Eq.~1! by separation of variables.20 These functions
depend on the boundary conditions. The expressions of th
eigenfunctions, norms, and eigenvalues corresponding to th
boundary conditions of our problem are listed in Table 3. Note
that each of the sums in Eq.~2! starts at 0 if both boundaries
in the corresponding direction are insulated. In all other cases
the sums start at 1. Equations~2! and ~3! are an analytical
expression of the temperature distribution, but it can only be
calculated numerically, save for a few simple cases.

2.4 Expression of Hxyz for Collimated Irradiation
and No Scattering
For irradiation with a collimated beam at normal incidence
and with constant irradiance, when the effect of scattering is
negligible, the heat source term is given by:

g~x,y,z!5~12R!•ma•Ei~x,y!•exp~2maz!, ~4!

whereEi(x,y) is the incident irradiance distribution,R is the
Fresnel tissue surface reflectance, andma is the absorption
290 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
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coefficient. Under these conditions, the functio
Hxyz(x,y,z,bm ,gn ,hp) can be separated into a product
two functions of separate variables:

Hxyz~x,y,z,bm ,gn ,hp!

5~12R!•ma•Hz~z,hp!•Hxy~x,y,bm ,gn!, ~5!

where

Hz~z,hp!5
Z~hp ,z!

N~hp!
•E

z850

c

Z~hp ,z8!•exp~2maz8!dz8,

~6!

and

Hxy~x,y,bm ,gn!

5
X~bm ,x!•Y~gn ,y!

N~bm!N~gn!
•E

x850

a E
y850

b

X~bm ,x8!

•Y~gn ,y8!•Ei~x8,y8!dx8dy8. ~7!

The functionHz(z,hp) is independent on the beam param
eters and depends only on the absorption coefficient and
the boundary conditions atz50 andz5c. The expressions of
this function for selected boundary conditions are listed
Table 2. On the other hand, since we fixed the boundary c
ditions in the x and y directions, the function
Hxy(x,y,bm ,gn) depends only on the incident intensity di
tribution.

2.5 Expression of Hxy for a Beam with Symmetric
Gaussian Intensity Distribution
The incident irradiance of a symmetric Gaussian beam c
tered on the tissue slab is given by:

Ei~x,y!5E0•e22~x2a/2!2/w2
•e22~y2b/2!2/w2

, ~8!

whereE0 is the peak irradiance andw is the1/e2 spot radius.
The peak irradiance, instantaneous powerP, and beam radius
w, are related by:E052•P/p•w2. Combining Eqs.~8! and
~7!, we find that the functionHxy can be separated into
product of two functions with separate variables:

Hxy~x,y,bm ,gn!5E0•Hx~x,bm!•Hy~y,gn!. ~9!

The expressions of the functionsHx andHy calculated for the
selected boundary conditions~see Table 3! are given in
Table 2.

2.6 Expression of Hxy for a Circular Beam with
Uniform Intensity Distribution
The incident irradiance of a circular beam with uniform inte
sity centered on the tissue slab can be written:

Ei~x,y!5E0•uF ~w22y2!1/2,
a

2
,xG•uS w,

b

2
,yD , ~10!

where the irradiance(E0), laser power~P! and beam radius
~w! are related byE05P/p•w2 and u(«,d,s) is a one-
dimensional rectangular function of half width« centered at
s5d. The resulting expression of the functionHxy , calcu-
lated for the selected boundary conditions~see Table 3!, is



Table 2 Expression of the H functions for collimated beams with Gaussian and flat-top intensity distributions.

Gaussian beam Flat-top beam

T~x,y,z,t!5T01
1
k (p51

` HHa~z,hp!1E0•~12R!•ma•Hz~z,hp!•(
n50

`

(
m50

`

Ht~t,bm ,gn ,hp!•Hx~x,bm!

•Hy~y,gn!J
T~x,y,z,t!5T01

1
k (p51

` HHa~z,hp!1E0•~12R!•ma•Hz~z,hp!•(
n50

`

(
m50

`

Ht~t,bm ,gn ,hp!•Hxy~x,y,bm ,gn!J

Time dependence
Ht(t,bm ,gn ,hp)

t<tp : Ht~t,tp ,bm ,gn ,hp!
~m,n,p!Þ~0,0,0 !

5
12e2a~bm

2
1gn

2
1hp

2
!t

bm
2 1gn

21hp
2 , and Ht~ t,tp ,b0 ,g0 ,h0!5a•t t. tp : Ht~ t. tp ,bm ,gn ,hp!

~m,n,p !Þ~0,0,0 !

5e2a~bm
2

1gn
2

1hp
2

!t
•

ea~bm
2

1gn
2

1hp
2

!tp21
bm

2 1gn
21hp

2 ,

and Ht(t. tp ,b0 ,g0 ,h0)5a• tp

Ambient
temperature
Ha(z,hp)

Ha~z,hp!5h1•~Ta2T0!•

2•Shp cos hpz1
h1

k
sin hpzD

Shp
21

h1
2

k2DSc1
h2•k

hp
2k21h2

2D1 h1

k

•

12e2a•hp
2
•t

hp

x2y dependence*
Hxy(x,y,bm ,gn)
Hx(x,bm), Hy(y,gn)

Hx~x,b2m!5
«

a
•&•w•cos b2mx•~21!m

•IS2m,
a

&•w
D

Hx(x,b2m11)50
«51 if m50, «52 if mÞ0

Hxy~x,y,b2m ,g2n!
mÞ0,nÞ0

5
8pw

a2
•~b2m

2 1g2n
2 !1/2 •~21 !m1n cos b2mx•cos g2ny

•J1@~b2m
2 1g2n

2 !1/2
•w#

Hxy(x,y,b2m11,0)50, Hxy(x,y,0,g2n11)50, Hxy(x,y,b2m11 ,g2n11)50

Hy~y,g2n!5
«

b
•&•w•cos g2ny•~21!n

•IS2n,
b

&•w
D

Hy(y,g2n11)50
«51 if n50, «52 if nÞ0

z dependence† z50: k]T/]z5h1T
z5c: k]T/]z52h2T

Hz~z,hp!5

2•Shp cos hpz1
h1

k
sin hpzD

Shp
21

h1
2

k2DSc1
h2•k

hp
2k21h2

2D1 h1

k

•

hp•Sma1
h1

k D•~12e2mac
•cos hpc!1e2mac

•sin hpc•Shp
22ma

h1

k D
ma

21hp
2

z50: ]T/]z50
z5c: ]T/]z50

if pÞ0: Hz~z,hp!5
2
c
•cos hpz•

ma

ma
21hp

2 @12e2mac
•cos hpc#

if p50: Hz~z,h0!5
1

c•ma
@12e2mac#

* J1(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1 and the function I(q,L), where q is a positive integer and L is a real number, is defined as:

I~q,L!5E
u50

L

cosSqp
u
2LD•e2u2

•du.

† The eigenfunctions, norms, and eigenvalues for all other boundary conditions at z50 and z5c can be found by setting hi50 for an insulated boundary and hi5` for a boundary at fixed temperature (where hi5h1 or h2).
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Table 3 Boundary conditions, eigenvalues, norms and eigenfunctions. For z, the eigenfunctions, norms,
and eigenvalues for all other boundary conditions at z50 and z5c can be found by setting hi50 for an
insulated boundary and hi5` for a boundary at a fixed temperature (where hi5h1 or h2).

Coordinate Boundary condition Eigenfunction, norm, eigenvalue

x x50: ]T/]x50 X(bm ,x)5cos(bmx)

x5a: ]T/]x50 N(bm)5a/2 if mÞ0, N(bm)5a if m50

bm5mp/a(m>0)

y y50: ]T/]y50 Y(gn ,y)5cos(gny)

y5b: ]T/]y50 N(gn)5b/2 if nÞ0, N(gn)5b if n50

gn5np/b(n>0)

z* z50: k]T/]z5h1(T2Ta)
Z~hp ,z!5hp•cos~hpz!1

h1

k
•sin~hpz!

z5c: k]T/]z52h2T
N~hp!5

1
2 •Fh1

k 1Shp
21

h1
2

k2D•Sc1
k•h2

hp
2k21h2

2DG
The eigenvalues are all positive roots of the equation:

tan~hpc!5
hp•k•~h11h2!

hp
2k22h1h2
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given in Table 2. For a circular flat-top beam, the functionHxy
cannot be separated into functions of separate variables.

2.7 Pulsed Irradiation
According to the principle of superposition, the temperature
during repetitively pulsed irradiation is the convolution of the
temperature distribution produced by one pulse with the Dirac
comb function corresponding to the laser repetition rate. Fo
instance, if pulses are applied every second, the temperatu
at a given point after 2.7 s is the sum of the temperature
produced by a single pulse at times of 2.7 s~contribution of
the first pulse!, 1.7 s~contribution of the second pulse!, and
0.7 s ~contribution of the third pulse! after the start of the
single pulse.

2.8 Summary
The calculations show that the temperature distribution pro
duced in a homogeneous, isotropic, purely absorbing tissu
slab by a Gaussian collimated beam is the triple sum of th
product of four functions of separate variables
(Hx ,Hy ,Hz ,Ht), plus a simple sum of an analytical function
(Ha) that is present because the boundary condition atz50 is
inhomogeneous(TaÞT0). Two of the four functions in the
triple sum have analytical expressions. The other two func
tions are simple integrals with finite boundaries that must be
calculated numerically. A similar expression is found when
the intensity distribution is uniform, except that the variables
x andy can no longer be separated.
medical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
e

3 Numerical Implementation
The temperature during irradiation with a Gaussian beam
calculated with a computer program written in Turbo C/C11.
The program calculates the triple sum of the product of
four functions,Hx , Hy , Hz , andHt in three successive step
starting by the sum overm, and finishing with the sum overp.
Each of the sums is stopped when the value of an asymp
of the summated function falls below a preset converge
limit ~the summated functions all converge to zero for lar
values ofm, n, or p!. A convergence limit of 0.001 was foun
to provide sufficient accuracy~error less than 0.1 °C!.

When the boundaries atz50 and/orz5c are subject to
convection, the eigenvalueshp are calculated using a modi
fied Newton-Raphson algorithm. For repetitive calculatio
with the same values of the absorption coefficient and c
vection constant, the eigenvalues were first calculated wi
separate program and fit with a nonlinear function. This n
linear function was then used in the program calculating
temperature to calculate the eigenvalues. Curve fitting the
genvalues significantly reduces the computation time.

The integral functionI (q,L) in Table 2 was calculated
numerically using the method of trapezoids. An integrati
increment equal to0.001L/q (1023 periods of the cosine
function in the integral! was used. Since the exponential fun
tion in the integralI (q,L) rapidly converges to zero whenL
increases,I (q,L) was approximated by the integral from 0 t
infinity for values ofL larger than 5:21

E
x50

`

cosS qp
x

2L D •e2x2
dx5

Ap

2
e2~qp/4L !2

. ~11!
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With these parameters, the relative error in the function
I (q,L) was estimated to be less than 0.05%~absolute error
less than1025).

The values of the dimensionsa andb must be large enough
to avoid that the boundary conditions atx50, x5a, y50,
andy5b have an influence on the temperature in the volume
heated by laser irradiation. Preliminary calculations showed
that the temperature increase produced by absorption of las
radiation and lateral diffusion of heat is insignificant at posi-
tions that are away from the center by more than three to fou
times the beam radius. We always used a value ofa andb at
least five times larger than the beam radius.

4 Application to Pulsed Ho:YAG Laser
ThermoKeratoplasty
4.1 Irradiation Parameters and Effects of the
Convection Constants
We used the model to estimate the corneal temperature durin
Ho:YAG laser thermokeratoplasty with irradiation parameters
that are typical of a clinical treatment~Hyperion LTK system,
Sunrise Technologies, Fremont, California!. The values of all
laser and tissue parameters, except the convection constan
are listed in Table 1. The convection constant at the anterio
corneal surface is generally accepted to be on the order of 2
W m22 K21.22 To the best of our knowledge, there is no ex-
perimental data available on the effect of aqueous flow on th
corneal temperature. In their calculations of corneal tempera
ture during radiofrequency heating, Berjano, Saiz, and
Ferrero22 modeled the effect of aqueous flow by assuming tha
the posterior corneal surface is subject to free convection wit
constants ranging fromh2520 to 1000 W m22 °C21. They
found that variations of the convection constant in this range
did not have a significant effect on the temperature distribu
tion ~less than 4 °C!. On the other hand, because the aqueou
flow rate is slow~on the order ofm1/min!,23 earlier thermal
models assumed that the convective effect of aqueous flow
negligible.24 Since the thermal and optical properties of the
aqueous are essentially equal to those of the cornea, the
models assumed that there is no discontinuity at the cornea
aqueous boundary, and that the cornea and aqueous can
treated as a homogeneous continuous structure for the purpo
of thermal modeling.24

To determine the effect of the value of the convection con-
stants on the temperature distribution during laser heating, w
calculated the corneal temperature at the anterior or posterio
corneal surface at the center of the 0.6-mm-diam beam~peak
temperature! as a function of time during the treatment, as
well as the depth profile of the corneal temperature at the
center of the beam at the end of the last pulse(t51.2002 s)
with different values of the convection constants. First,h1
was fixed(h1520 W m22 K21) and h2 was varied from 20
to 2000 W m22 K21. Second, h2 was fixed (h2
51000 W m22 K21) and h1 was varied from 20 to 500
W m22 K21. We also calculated the temperature withh1
520 W m22 K21 and the assumption that the cornea and
aqueous form a homogeneous and continuous structure, wi
a thicknessc53 mm ~approximately equal to the human an-
terior chamber depth!. Since the penetration depth in the cor-
nea of radiation at 2.1mm is on the order of 500mm (ma

520 cm21), the temperature increase atz53 mmis expected
r

g

s,

-

e
-
be
e

r

h

to be essentially equal to zero. We therefore assumed tha
boundary atz5c was insulated(]T/]z50) when the discon-
tinuity at the cornea-aqueous boundary was ignored.

These calculations showed that variations ofh1 do not
have a significant effect on the depth and time dependenc
the corneal temperature during the treatment, except forh1
5500 W m22 K21, which is an extreme value~Fig. 2!. On
the other hand, variations ofh2 produced significant change
in both the depth and time dependence of the corneal temp
ture ~Fig. 3!, especially at the cornea-aqueous boundary. T
assumption that the cornea and aqueous form a homogen
structure produced a temperature distribution that is v
close to the temperature distribution produced whenh2
51000 W m22 K21. These results are further discussed
Sec. 5.

4.2 Effect of Ambient Temperature
According to the expression ofHa in Table 2, the effect on the
temperature distribution of the value of the ambient tempe
ture is directly proportional toh1 and (Ta2T0). The effect
increases with time, and is maximal at the anterior corn
surface(z50). To determine the effect of ambient temper
ture on the temperature distribution inside the cornea, the
terior corneal surface temperature(z50) during Ho:YAG
LTK was calculated after 1.4 s forh251000 W m22 K21

with values ofh1 ranging from 20 to 500 W m22 K21 and
values ofTa ranging from 15 to 35 °C. ForTa515 °C, the

Fig. 2 Effect of the convection constant at the anterior corneal surface
(h1) on the anterior corneal surface temperature during pulsed
Ho:YAG laser LTK (top) and on the depth profile at the end of the last
laser pulse (t51.2002 s, bottom).
Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2 293
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Fig. 3 Effect of the convection constant at the posterior corneal sur-
face (h2) on the posterior corneal surface temperature during pulsed
Ho:YAG laser LTK (top) and on the depth profile at the end of the last
laser pulse (t51.2002 s, bottom). The bold continuous curve in the
depth profile is obtained with the assumption that the cornea and
aqueous form a continuous homogeneous structure.
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anterior corneal surface temperature after 1.4 s was 61.3, 59.
and 51.2 °C forh1520, 100, and 500 W m22 K21, respec-
tively. For Ta535 °C, the anterior corneal surface tempera-
ture after 1.4 s for the same values ofh1 was 61.6, 60.4 and
55.5 °C. These results show that ambient temperature has
negligible effect~at most on the order of 1 °C! on the calcu-
lated temperature distribution during LTK forh1 ranging from
20 to 100 W m22 K21. The effect becomes significant~.4 °C!
only in the extreme case whenh15500 W m22 K21.

4.3 Corneal Temperature Distribution
The corneal temperature distribution in a plane passing
through the center of the beam was calculated at the end o
each of the seven pulses, assumingh1520 W m22 K21 and
h251000 W m22 K21, andTa520 °C ~Fig. 4!. Figure 4 also
shows the temperature at different depths as a function of tim
during the treatment.

5 Discussion
5.1 Thermal Model
We present an exact semianalytical model that allows a rapi
estimation of laser-induced temperature fields in tissue. Th
model assumes irradiation at constant power~continuous
wave or rectangular pulse! of a homogeneous tissue slab sub-
ject to free convection, with no perfusion, evaporation, or
mass transfer. In its most general form the model can be use
294 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
,

a

f

d

to calculate the temperature in both scattering and nonsca
ing media, as long as the fluence rate in the tissue is kno
An analytical expression of the temperature distribution c
be found for purely absorbing tissue irradiated with a co
mated beam. In its present form, the model is valid as long
the tissue dimensions are much larger than the spot diam
Otherwise, the assumption that the lateral boundaries are
sulated may limit the accuracy of the calculated temperat
However, the solution can be modified to provide the te
perature in a finite rectangular tissue strip with all boundar
subject to convections by using the corresponding eigenfu
tions, eigenvalues, and norms.20

The main advantage of the analytical technique compa
to a numerical technique is that it provides a rapid and ac
rate mathematical solution of the bioheat equation@Eq. ~1!#,
even during the laser pulse, and even for strong tempera
gradients. In the end, however, the accuracy of the calcula
temperature will depend mainly on how accurately the tiss
temperature can be modeled with the linear bioheat equa
using simple convective boundary conditions. The analyti
solution cannot easily be adapted to take into account c
plex geometries, inhomogeneities, dynamic variations of
thermal and optical properties, and phase changes. Som
these factors may affect the accuracy of the calculated cor
temperature during Ho:YAG LTK, especially when the tem
perature exceeds 60 to 70 °C. During LTK, the cornea shri
and probably dehydrates. Shrinking and dehydration may
duce a significant variation of the optical~absorption, scatter-
ing, and refractive index! and thermal properties of the corne
during irradiation. Variations of the absorption coefficient du
ing heating may induce significant errors in the calcula
corneal temperature.25,26 Ith, Frenz, and Weber11 also recently
demonstrated that tissue changes during irradiation can ind
variations of the tissue scattering properties that can sign
cantly affect the light distribution, even during irradiatio
with midinfrared lasers. Torres et al.15 showed that surface
evaporation and vaporization may also significantly affect
thermal response of laser irradiated tissue, even at temp
tures as low as 70 °C. Combined, all of these effects proba
limit the absolute accuracy of the model when the tempera
exceeds 60 to 70 °C.

Other factors that may affect the accuracy of the therm
model for LTK are that the beam does not necessarily hav
perfectly Gaussian intensity distribution, and that the la
pulse is not rectangular. The temporal shape of the laser p
will affect the heating rate during laser irradiation, but it is n
expected to have a significant effect on the final tempera
distribution, as long as the total energy delivered per pu
remains constant. Clinical LTK systems use fiber optic de
ery. The intensity distribution at the corneal surface is gen
ally assumed to be close to Gaussian. As shown by Eqs.~5!,
~6!, and ~7!, for a collimated beam, the intensity distributio
affects only thex andy dependence of the temperature dist
bution in the cornea, and not the depth dependence. If a m
accurate knowledge of the lateral dependence of the temp
ture distribution is required, the exact intensity profile can
measured and entered in the general expression of the
perature distribution given by Eq.~7!.



Semianalytical Thermal Model for Subablative Laser Heating . . .
Fig. 4 Temperature profiles through the center of the treatment spot at the end of each laser pulse during Ho:YAG LTK and time dependence of the
anterior corneal surface temperature (bottom right). The treatment parameters are listed in Table 1. The temperature profiles were calculated for
h1520 W m22 °C21 and h251000 W m22 °C21.
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5.2 Corneal Temperature During LTK
The calculation of the temperature distribution in the cornea
during pulsed Ho:YAG LTK shows that for the duration of the
treatment~less than 2 s!, free convection at the anterior cor-
neal surface has a negligible effect on the temperature distr
bution. Except in extreme cases, variations ofh1 andTa have
no significant effect. Therefore, assuming that the anterio
corneal surface is insulated would not induce a significan
error in the temperature calculation. On the other hand, th
values and depth profile of the corneal temperature distribu
tion were found to be strongly dependent on the value of the
convection constant at the aqueous-cornea boundary. A bett
knowledge of the cooling effect of the aqueous is required to
more accurately estimate the corneal temperature distribution
and especially to evaluate the risk of damage to corneal en
dothelium, which does not regenerate. The assumption tha
the cornea and aqueous form a homogeneous structure pr
duces a temperature distribution similar to the one obtaine
when the convection constant ish251000 W cm22 K21. The
temperature distributions in these two cases were simila
most likely because the temperature gradients at the aqueou
cornea boundary produced with these two assumptions a
approximately equal. The value of the convection constanth2

that produces a temperature gradient at the cornea-aqueo
boundary equal to the gradient produced when the discontinu
ity is ignored will be called the ‘‘equivalent convection con-
stant.’’ It is important to note that theequivalent convection
constant is dependent on the temperature gradient at the
aqueous-cornea boundary. For instance, if a different wave
length with a significantly higher absorption coefficient in the
cornea is used, the temperature gradient at the cornea-aqueo
boundary will be smaller when the discontinuity is ignored,
because the absorbed fluence will decay much more rapid
with depth. In that case, we expect that the equivalent con
vection constant will be significantly less thanh2

51000 W cm22 K21.
Even though the accuracy of the model may be limited for

temperatures exceeding 70 °C,~see Sec. 5.1!, the calculations
indicate that corneal temperature reaches values at the surfa
and at the endothelium that may be sufficient to induce loca
superficial vaporization of the epithelium and/or local endot-
helial cell damage. These findings agree with the results o
several experimental studies that showed that there is a ris
for local endothelial cell damage27 and local epithelial and
anterior stromal scarring28 during pulsed LTK if the energy or
number of pulses delivered are too high.

The model also demonstrates that there is significant lat
eral heat diffusion between the laser pulses. For instance, th
position of the isothermal contour at 60 °C at the corneal sur
face progresses from approximately 0.18 mm from the cente
of the spot at the end of the first pulse to approximately 0.30
mm from the center of the spot at the end of the last pulse
The temperature distribution progressively reaches a stead
state toward the end of the treatment.

Our calculations of the temperature during LTK agree at
least qualitatively with experimental temperature measure
ments using a thermal camera.29,30 Nevertheless, the model
needs to be further validated by directly comparing our pre
dictions with temperature measurements using thermal rad
296 Journal of Biomedical Optics d April 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 2
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ometry ~for surface temperature measurements! or tempera-
ture probes inserted in the cornea during laser irradiation.

6 Conclusions
A semianalytical solution of the bioheat equation during la
irradiation of a finite homogeneous isotropic purely absorb
slab of tissue that allows rapid estimation of the temperat
distribution at any point in time is presented. The solution w
used to calculate the corneal temperature during la
thermokeratoplasty~LTK !. The model demonstrates that th
corneal temperature during LTK with a pulsed Ho:YAG las
may be sufficient to induce superficial vaporization of epith
lial cells and local thermal damage to the endothelium.
better knowledge of the cooling effect of the aqueous is
quired to more accurately estimate the corneal tempera
distribution during LTK. The model remains to be validate
experimentally to determine the effect of shrinkage, evapo
tion, and other laser-induced tissue changes on the accu
of the predicted temperatures.
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